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Amputation in the Seventeenth Century
"Cold" or "hot" gangrene was considered the only indication for
amputation, and the operation was always discussed under that
heading. Since Hilden handles this subject especially well, and the
cperation as performed at each period is of historical importance, the
matter will be discussed briefly at this point.
There were different opinions concerning the most favorable site
for amputation. Some preferred to incise in the gangrenous area
itself, some between gangrenous and healthy tissues, and others in
a sound region. Although Hippocrates, Celsus, and the better
surgeons of the Middle Ages** advised incising through healthy
flesh, there were many who feared to do so because of hemorrhage.
These amputated through the upper part of the gangrenous area
where, because of the thrombosis already present, the danger of such
a complication was less. As a compromise, amputation at the border
between healthy and gangrenous tissues was suggested. Hilden
declared this to be a bad plan, invariably followed by unfavorable
results, proving his point by introducing clinical histories and by
quoting the opinions of the better writers. He accompanied his
dissertation in an amusing fashion by introducing two lines from
Ovid's Metamorphosis:
"Cuncta prius temptata; sed inmedicabile vulnus
ense recidendum est, ne pars sincera trahatur."
* Continued from Vol. 4, No. 1.
**Vigo, Guilielmus de Saliceto, Guido de Cauliaco, Maggius, Paraeus, Botal-
lus, etc.
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He pointed out, as a special disadvantage, the fact that the bone
projected after the gangrenous, soft tissue had sloughed, and a
second operation was often necessary. The statement was made
that the same unfortunate situation might develop when the red-hot
iron was applied without a proper understanding of its use. To
amputate higher than the visible border of healthy tissue was always
his rule, since gangrene invariably progresses farther in deep tissues
than at the surface. Doubtful as his evidence seems, the observation
is correct.
Hilden laid great emphasis on the proper technic of executing
the operation, stating: "The execution of the wound surgeon should
be clever and polished. To apply hot irons repeatedly until not only
the house, but the entire ether, is filled with a stink, as Falloppius
records of one case, and the sufferer is grievously tortured as soon as
the flesh and bone are removed, or even as soon as the first cut is
made, strikes me as being neither clever nor polished."
At that time the sites of amputation were not as numerous as
they are to-day, partly due to the fact that only the circular incision,
made with one stroke, was employed. High amputation of the
thigh was particularly dreaded because the simple wooden leg
adapted to the bent knee and short leg-stump was the only way of
replacing the amputated limb.* Hilden advised amputation at the
present site of election, just under the knee ("at the level of the
garter"), when the foot alone was gangrenous. He said, "If
uninfected gangrene has already involved the knee, the wound
surgeon should remove as little healthy tissue as possible. The
closer the limb is amputated to the body, the more dangerous
becomes the operation." Amputation at the joint was favored, and
preferred if its execution was possible,-an opinion shared by Guido
and Joubert. In general, however, exarticulation was rarely prac-
* The lack of an adequate artificial leg was, I think, of only minor importance
in the decision to amputate below the knee. Elaborate prostheses were devised by
Pare, Croce, and other surgeons of the sixteenth tentury, but they were undoubtedly
too expensive for any but exceptional cases, and were made piecemeal by the armorer
of the time. The common soldier or the victim of either the "hot" or the "cold"
gangrene was fortunate in having a "knee-stump" to peg about on. However, the
great inhibition to high amputations was undoubtedly the difficulty of control of
bleeding from the great vessels, before the introduction of the tourniquet (Morel,
1674); the understanding of the circulation of the blood (Harvey, 1628); and the
general use of the ligature as advocated by Pare. Elective amputation above joints
of the knee and elbow were almost unknown until the eighteenth century. Mal-
gaigne credits Hilden with the first thigh amputation. (s. c. H.)
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tised except for operations involving the hand, which was usually
amputated at the wrist-joint. Hilden states that he had successfully
performed exarticulation at the knee as well.
General stress was laid on suitable preoperative measures, but it
is stated that such precautions might be neglected when immediate
operation was indicated on account of a rapidly progressing gan-
grene. The principal measures consisted of laxative medication,
regulation of diet, and building up the patient's general condition by
thin soups and wine. Venesection was considered advisable in case
the subject was full-blooded, although the author states particularly
that more or less hemorrhage might be allowed at operation,
according to the necessity of the individual case, a means of vene-
section often preferred to preoperative bleeding.* "Finally," says
Hilden, "the companions and good friends of the patient should be
assembled, so that with bent knees and hands raised on high they
may zealously pray to God for a happy outcome." He stated that
instruments for operation and for hemostasis, as well as medication
to prevent collapse, should be carefully arranged, and should be
supplied in duplicate whenever possible, so that the operator would
not be in serious difficulties in case of emergency. Anesthesia by
the use of narcotics was opposed, on the grounds that if they were
given in large doses, harm resulted, and if in small amounts, they
were useless.
He then describes the operation itself. The assistant retracted
the soft parts as high as possible and then, with a band, "such as is
used by women for holding the hair", the limb was firmly bound
with several turns just above the place where the incision was to
be made. "As a result, the part falls asleep and is somewhat
diminished in sensitivity, thus the cut is less painful. The band
dams the flow of arterial and venous blood so that it is not necessary
to fear severe hemorrhage." Other operators bound the limb above
and below the site of incision, according to the method of Guido
de Cauliaco.** The patient was placed either on the ground or in
* Bleeding for purposes of therapy was supposed to be indicated in most of the
conditions leading to amputation. It was quite logical, then, to consider as desirable
the loss of blood, within limits, during the procedure. This attitude undoubtedly
delayed the adoption of the ligature. (s. c. H.)
** The operation as described by Hilden is, in all essentials, including the band-
aging, that described by Archigenes and Heliodorus as given in Oribasius, and dates
back to the beginning of the Christian era. It was copied into Paulus and thus
found its way to the Arabs and the early Italian and French schools of surgery.
Hilden merely describes it in detail as he, a careful surgeon, practised it. (s. c. H.)
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a chair; operating was said to be uncomfortable and difficult in
bed. The importance attached by Hilden to all these details
proves his wide experience with the operation. The retraction
cloth described by Guido was employed to pull the soft parts back
after the incision had been made, and to expose the bone for
FIG. X. AMPUTATION SCENE-HILDANUS. (FROM DE GANGRAENA.)
sawing. The trouser leg devised by Hilden was often supplied at
the end next to the incision, with a cord which could be pulled upon,
thus retracting the soft parts. Concerning the technic of incision,
Hilden advised beginning on the side where fewest vessels were
present, and executing a circular cut in one motion, according to
Celsus. The soft parts were retracted strongly and the bone sawed
as high as possible. He depicted three instruments: a sickle-shaped
knife, a double-edged, full-bladed knife for cutting the soft tissue
between bones, and a strong saw with a handle designed in the
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Gothic style. It was recommended to employ the knife red-hot,
in order to decrease pain and reduce hemorrhage to a minimum.
At this time wound surgeons of less experience were accustomed
to amputate small extremities, such as fingers and hands, with a
strong chisel or a hatchet, and Hilden describes a special concave
chisel for amputating finger and toe phalanges. Strong cutting-
forceps capable of biting off the memberwereoccasionallyemployed,
and a sort of amputating machine existed, to be used upon larger
objects. It was composed of two strong blades between which the
extremity was placed and guillotined by quickly bringing down
the upper blade.
"Magister Jac
states that he
owes his life to
this device by
which his thigh
was removed,
andwithnomore
sensation than if '_
asparkhadfallen
on the foot."
Hilden objected
to this procedure
on the ground I
that it often o
splintered the
FIG. XI. AMPUTATION INSTRUMENTS. (FROM SCULTETUS:
bone andu re- ARMAMENTARII CHIRURGICI.)
sulted in a bad
stump when larger limbs were cut off, and he stated that, all in all,
it was unworthy of a proper wound surgeon.
Hemostasis after operation was effected by hot irons at this
period, although ligatures, which had been described long before
by Celsus, Galen, Avicenna, Guido, and Vesalius, had already been
brought into use by Pare.* Hilden praised the theory of ligation,
but considered it extremely impractical on account of the time
required. This can be easily understood in view of the enormous
forceps employed. The instruments were properly constructed
according to the principle of permanent closure, but were so clumsy
* The contribution of Pare as regards the ligature was its use in the operation of
amputation. In this he was original, and he claimed nothing more. (s. C. H.)
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in their mechanics that they cannot be compared with the "slide-
forceps" of the present day.* It must be remembered also that the
tourniquet had not come into use, since the discovery of the effect
of pressure applied to an isolated vessel necessarily depended upon
a knowledge of the circulation of the blood.** Although described
in 1628 by Harvey, this physiological principle did not become well
known until much later. It is not just to criticize the surgeons of
that time for failing to appreciate the importance of ligation. The
procedure would be impractical to-day if we were not able to com-
press the main artery of the affected limb. I doubt whether any of
us would be as skilled in the use of hot irons as was Hilden. He
grasped a glowing iron in each hand as soon as the bone was sawed
through and cauterized the ends of the individual arteries until the
bleeding ceased, a method so effective that it is stated that not more
than two ounces of blood were lost when the operation was carried
out properly. Even with the means available at the present time,
it requires skill to do as well.
The wound was usually drawn together with sticking plaster
after the operation, and it was later dressed with lint and styptics.
Postoperative treatment consisted in a very exact supervision of diet
and digestion, and in the avoidance of anything likely to excite the
patient. The wound was treated with stimulating, "fleshmaking"
ointments. In many cases a superficial necrosis of the stump
appeared; "the separation of sequestra of bone is hot to be expected
before the thirtieth or fortieth day after operation". Among post-
operative complications, Hilden most feared secondary hemorrhage,
*The artery forceps in the nineteenth century were incapable of picking up
isolated vessels, but grasped great masses of tissue. With the refinement in operat-
ing, for which the English school of surgery of the eighteenth century was largely
responsible (Cheselden, Smart, Pott, Hunter, etc.), the vessel was caught with a
tenaculum, twisted to control the bleeding, isolated from the adjoining nerves and
other structures, and separately ligated. The tenaculum is one of the oldest of surgi-
cal instruments and was recommended for the control of bleeding by the early
Greco-Roman surgeons. It was only superseded by the modern hemostat, an early
variety of which was the "pincette" of von Graefe, which is undoubtedly the instru-
ment to which Billroth refers. He did not visualize the great improvements in it
that were to be made during his time by Paen, Spencer Wells, Koberle, and Halsted.
(S. C. H.)
** Digital compression in continuity of the large vessels was not possible until the
circulation of the blood was understood, and the exact anatomy of the arteries of the
extremities was known. The tourniquet was used for this purpose by Morel in 1674
at the Siege of Besanson, and is pictured in Heister's "Surgery". Petit, in 1719,
devised the "screw tourniquet" which is known to-day under his name. (s. c. H.)
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and then "wakefulness, restlessness, and delirium", a symptom-com-
plex corresponding closely to what we call pyemia. "Cramps in the
face" was probably trismus and tetanus.*
Trepanation, as such, is not mentioned by this author, but he
described a method of boring the skull with a special sort of perfo-
rating trepan, and speaks of lifting a depressed piece of bone with
the help of an elevator he, himself, had devised.
The surgery of Johann von Muralt, "Chir. et Med. Doctor,
Profess. Phys. und Stadt-Arzt in Zurich",** is described in the 171 1
Basel edition of Wohlbewahrte Feldscharer-Kunst. The book con-
tains nothing new about the treatment of gunshot wounds. The
use of the seton was again forbidden, but the use of the wound-pack
was retained. Aside from wounds, fractures and luxations are the
only matters discussed in this short outline for the army surgeon.
From this work, as well as from the introduction to the "Field
Chest" of Hilden, it appears that officially appointed army surgeons
were assigned to the individual regiments, and they carried out the
operations of greater importance. "A Report of a New Method of
Removing Limbs, an Improvement on those Employed at Present"
is contained in the edition just mentioned. It upholds the priority
of Pierre Sabouris, master-surgeon of the Republic of Geneva,
against Pierre Adrian Verduin of Amsterdam, in the discovery of
flap amputation. The Swiss surgeon executed the first flap exarticu-
lation of a finger in 1696, to the great astonishment of all his
colleagues. The work of Verduin, printed in 1697, on the same
subject did not penetrate to Switzerland until two years later.***
* Pyemia and tetanus were, of course, to Billroth at this time still "symptom-
complexes", and it took him many years to grasp the specificity of these diseases as
determined by bacterial agents. (s. c. H.)
** Joh. von Muralt was born in Zurich in 1645 in a family whose members had
been physicians. He studied in Basel, in Leyden, where he was under the anatomist
Sylvius, in London, Oxford, Paris and, finally, in Montpellier, returning to Basel
under Carl Bauhin for his period of experience in practice. He represented the
physician doing surgery, and aroused the opposition of the barber-surgeons. He
fought persistently for the study of anatomy by dissection, and succeeded in opening
an "Anatomische Collegium" in Zurich in 1687, in which he lectured in the
vernacular. A well-educated surgeon, he attempted to bring his information down
to the understanding of his audience and thus dispense it for the benefit of those
whose knowledge was limited. The work cited by Billroth is a vade-mecum for the
military surgeon. (s. c. H.)
*** Oribasius describes the removal of a supernumerary finger by a flap amputation.
According to Gurlt, this is the first account of such a procedure. This does not
detract from the credit due to Sabouris and Verduin, for the older work had
apparently been completely overlooked or forgotten. (s. C. H.)
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German surgery had been almost entirely concentrated in
Alsace and in Switzerland up to this time, but at the end of the
seventeenth century an outstanding surgeon and prolific writer,
Matthaeus Gottfried Purmann, appeared in Northern Germany.*
He practised in Halberstadt before he entered the military service
under "The Great Elector", Frederick William of Brandenburg.**
All told, he was in this service twelve years, and, as may be seen
from his writings, he was for nine years in the regiment of General
Gotz, and with the Dorflinger Regiment for some time. He took
part in the entire war against the Swedes in Pomerania, though most
of his observations concern the siege of Stettin, where he mentions
especially the severe wounds caused by glass grenades. After the
peace of St. Germain in 1679, Purmann left the military service and
moved to Breslau, where he enjoyed a great reputation and at last
published his collected experiences in his Chirurgia curiosa, edited
in 1716.***
With the establishment of a standing army under The Great
Elector, provision was made for an army medical service. An army
surgeon was allotted to each company, as well as to each regiment;
an arrangement which has continued up to the present time.
Purmann has handed down his experiences in military surgery
principally in two works: the "Fifty Marvellous Cures of Gunshot
Wounds", edited by himself in 1687 and in 1690, and "The Proper
Army Surgeon", published first in 1680, and later in 1738 with an
appendix describing the plague. Unfortunately, I could not find
the former in the Berlin library. The section on gunshot wounds in
the latter is relatively short and contains only the briefest principles.
From this, as well as from certain chapters of "The Surgical Crown
*Purmann (1648-1721), according to von Brunn, introduced the advanced
French surgery of his time into Germany. He made up for his lack of a scientific
training by experience and an indefatigable industry. His writings indicate that
he was a courageous and skillful surgeon. (s. C. H.)
** "The Great Elector" was ruler of Brandenburg and Prussia from 1640 to
1688. He organized the internal resources and external contacts of his countries,
thus establishing the prestige and power of Prussia which were exploited to their
fullest by his great-grandson, Frederick the Great. He founded the army which
served as a model for other countries, and of this Purmann was a part. (s. c. H.)
*** The assertion of Sprengel's (which is later repeated by Haeser) that Purmann
was in the Brandenburg service only from 1674-1679 is incorrect, since the latter
frequently mentions that he had so served for a period of twelve years. It must be,
therefore, since the final year of 1679 is undoubtedly correct,-for this year the
Wars of The Great Elector ended-that his period was from 1667-1679.
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of Laurel" and Chirurgia curiosa, it is clear that no considerable
progress had been made. The idea that gunshot wounds were
poisoned and burned had already been given up, as had the treat-
ment with packs designed to distend the wound. This method had
been replaced by the use of lint dressings, although surgical enlarge-
ment of the wound was recommended under certain circumstances.
Stimulating ointments no longer contained the cauterizing substances
formerly used, but were still compounded of many oily constituents.
The use of packs, ointments, and closely applied plasters can only be
understood when it is remembered that the dressings were changed
some three to five times daily because of the profuse discharge of
pus. Spoon-shaped forceps were still used for the extraction of
bullets, but boring or screwing instruments had been abandoned.
All things considered, Purmann seems to have been a very reason-
able man, although far behind Hilden in scientific training and
natural cunning. He was somewhat given to superstition, from
which he could not break away. The last chapter of his Chirurgia
curiosa, entitled "Remarks About the Cure with Weapon Salve",
demonstrates this fact.* Purmann treated this idea, long since
characterized by Hilden as foolishness, with the same seriousness
and care that he devoted to the entire question of wound treatment.
The procedure consisted in smearing the weapon which had caused
the wound with an ointment principally composed of a great number
of animal greases; if the weapon could not be obtained, a wood
shaving or something of that nature was substituted. Nothing was
done to the wound itself, except to apply a linen cloth and observe
cleanliness. The weapon or wooden stick was kept in a place of
uniform temperature, because the patient suffered tremendous pain
if it were too hot or too cold-Purmann was accustomed to carry the
* In the extraordinary pot pourri of Paracelsian ideas, some fantastic, some
sound, all iconoclastic, is the magic influence of the weapon-salve on the healing of
wounds. This, like the doctrine of signatures, which was sublimated by Hahnemann
into similia similibus curantur, achieved a great popularity in the seventeenth cen-
tury. Sir Kenelm Digby, whom Evelyn called an "errant mountebank", claimed the
credit for a "sympathetic powder" which healed wounds at a distance, and concern-
ing which he had the effrontery to discourse before an "Assembly of Nobles and
Learned Men at Montpellier", as reported by him in 1658. In Nuremberg, in
1660, appeared the Theatrum Sympatheticum, a reprint of several articles on this sub-
ject, including that by Sir Kenelm. This may well have been known to Purmann.
Of course neither Paracelsus nor Digby deserves credit even for originality in
this thesis. It is one of many varieties of sympathetic magic practised by primitive
peoples and portrayed particularly well by Fraser in The Golden Bough. (s. c. H.)
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stick in a pocket of his trousers. All were astonished to see how
remarkably well and painlessly the wounds healed, and surgeons
developed the wildest hypotheses to explain the distant effect of the
ointment. Purmann himself was amazed at this marvel, since he
often used the method if the wound was not complicated. It was
of course, no miracle at all, and was easily explained.
In reading this delightful chapter, I was reminded of the period
of psychical table-tipping, in which people were seldom satisfied
with the demonstration of the phenomenon, but always constructed
the most complicated theories to explain it according to physical
principles. Unfortunately, however, physicists would never accept
the deductions of the inspired table-tippers. Purmann really felt
that the weapon-salve treatment was not sound, but was convinced of
its efficacy nevertheless.
Many steps had been altered in the technic of amputation, but
few improvements were presented. After the operation, the skin,
previously retracted, was united by suture and the wound dressed
with lint soaked in styptics. The red-hot irons were only used when
necessary, and it was rare to resort to ligation. Exarticulation was
again discarded and nothing was said about flap amputation. The
circular cut made at one time was gradually replaced by one executed
with repeated strokes, since the soft parts were strongly retracted
during the incision.
Trepanation in the Seventeenth Century
This operation is not mentioned in Purmann's "Introduction to
Military Surgery" and seems to have been little used in cases of
gunshot wounds. In the Chirurgia curiosa, the operation was dis-
cussed as follows: "Trepanation is done for two principal reasons.
First, in order to extract the depressed splinters and fragments of
bone, resulting from the trauma, which may easily injure dura, pia,
or the brain itself. Secondly, to drain from under the skull or
meninges, suppuration, blood, or other fluids which have accumu-
lated there and decayed. From time to time it is necessary to bore,
in order to apply the instruments for elevation, if the fracture goes
clear through the skull and the broken piece is depressed to a con-
siderable degree. This may also be required in certain puzzling
cases, seen almost daily, in which the cause of the symptoms is not
disclosed by simple examination." The operation was advised
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before the third day, wherever possible, the eighth day being given
as the extreme limit. Hilden trepanned still later, and stated that
the operator should not be governed by the day if the operation was
required on other grounds. As to the technic, the crown trephine
was used most frequently in Purmann's time, whereas the earlier
masters almost universally employed the perforating instrument.
In general, due to the work of Guido, da Vigo, Falloppio, Leone,
da Croce, and Pare, the operation had regained the reputation it
enjoyed in the time of Hippocrates. Before these men, the pro-
cedure had been partly forgotten, and partly avoided because of its
difficulty. Purmann contributed little toward improving the opera-
tive technic, although he took great pride in the fact that he had
the chips of bone blown away by an assistant with a tube. My
reason for discussing trepanation here is the fact that I found
Purmann to be the first German surgeon who had assembled the
indications in a concise, though rather elastic, form.
At this point I cannot avoid remarking how much the weight of
precedent influences individual opinion of the value of an operation.
I was much amused to find the following passage in a discussion of
Lanfranc in the chapter on trepanation by Sprengel, a subject which
he had dealt with very extensively in the first chapter of his history
of surgery, clearly because he himself was fond of the operation.
"How great the uncouth ignorance of the age seems to us when we
read that Lanfranc was accustomed to localize the fracture by the
sound caused through striking the skull with a cane." We find in
Stromeyer's "Military Surgery": "I have correctly diagnosed a case
and convinced a number of young surgeons that I was correct, where
there was a barely perceptible break in the outer table but a severe
splintering of the inner, and have outlined the lesion by percussing
the skull with a silver sound. I find that Lanfranc and Ambroise
Pare have already called attention to this diagnostic sign." Thus
Lanfranc was finally justified.
I do not agree with the statement of a Viennese professor, a man
who often trimmed his otherwise pleasant lectures with boasting
remarks, when he said, "History is a privileged lie". Nevertheless,
the history of medicine is so extensive that it is possible to support
any opinion by authority! A history without some personal point
of view would be completely unbearable and useless. The spirits
of our ancestors must allow themselves to serve first one person and
then another.
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Purmann advised the use of the head plaster, as described by
Wirtz, for cranial wounds; the dressing lay undisturbed for three
days while the plaster did its work. This last factor of time is most
important here, as in the case of weapon-ointment and again in the
custom of calling on the spirit of healing,-a treatment which Lan-
franc preferred to trepanation. The success of the operation cannot
be estimated from the old literature, since statistics were completely
unknown at that time. Only marvellous stories are told us, such as
that many people were trepanned seven or more times and did not
die. This only proves, as Stromeyer would say, how much the
human body can endure.
Italy
(Da Vigo, Ferri, Maggi, Botallus, Carcano, Falloppio,
Aquapendens, Plazzoni)
We have devoted much space to our fellow countrymen, but we
can be more brief in the future, since in other nations the develop-
ment of the treatment of gunshot wounds followed the same course
as in Germany, and really surpassed the latter in most ways. This
was probably because the principal location of medical education was
in Italy at that time, though later it was situated in France and
Holland.
Giovanni da Vigo* (1460-1520), personal physician to Cardinal
Giuliano della Rovere, who later mounted the papal throne as
Julius II., wrote in the book entitled, Practica in arte chirurgia
copiosa, "De vulnere facto ab instrumento quod bombarda nuncu-
patur et omnibus instrumentis currentibus eorum cursu." The author
was very pleased that he had written about a subject which had not
been described up to that time, and cited a phrase in Galen (De
* da Vigo was born in 1460, the son of Battista da Rapallo, an outstanding
"stone-cutter" of his day. Living to be 60 years of age, his life must have been a
colorful one, inasmuch as his patron was the Cardinal Giuliano della Rovere, who
later became Pope Julius II. after a long contest with the Borgia. This pope com-
bined all the attributes of the better of those who occupied the chair of St. Peter
during the renaissance and encouraged all the arts, laying the foundation-stone of
St. Peter's, and being a patron of Raphael, Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci.
He did not neglect the art of war, and in this da Vigo seems to have acquired
familiarity with gunshot wounds, a knowledge which was neither particularly original
nor founded on learning. He achieved distinction largely because Pare showed that
he was wrong in his interpretation and treatment of wounds. (s. c. H.)
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ingenio sanitatis) as applied to himself, "ille re vera medicus est, qui
de nondum tractatis tractare scit.')* da Vigo had treated many gun-
shot wounds, and designated them as: 1, crushed; 2, burned; 3,
poisoned. The treatment was varied according to this classification,
for Galen said, (contusio et combustio indigent humectatione, venen-
ositas exsiccatione."- The bullet path was burned out first with a
red-hot iron, or boiling sambucene oil was poured into it; later
xgyptiacum ointment. Then, "deinde vulnus medicaminibus molli-
entibus curandum est", melted butter, barley-water, or water
with earthworms was applied. Last of all, digestiva, turpentine
with egg-yolk; and the treatment concluded with an emplaster
mundificativum, and abstersivum.
The first great work on gunshot wounds is De sclopetorum sive
archibusorum vulneribus, by Alfonsio Ferrio.** The first edition
appeared in Rome in 1552. I know the work only from the surgical
thesaurus of Offenbach, published in 1610. Ferri, a citizen of
Naples, belonged to the Roman school, and later was personal
physician to Pope Paul III. In the introduction the author referred
to his long experience with gunshot wounds, earned by longo usu et
domi et belli, but does not state in what campaigns he had taken
part. In the appendix, battles in Campania and Pannonia are
mentioned, as is the siege of Landresi.
The views concerning the nature and treatment of wounds are
summarized thus: Vulneris igitur hkuus, quoad combustionem,
duplex curatio est; una quae adusti membri pustulas prohibeat levi-
ter refrigerantibus: altera, quae locum emendat extergentibus sive
miordicatione. Quantum vero ad venenum attinet, vehementer
attrahentibus, ac calefacientibus utendum est, atque omne studium in
laxando vulnere est adhibendum, ut venenum extrahi possit: et hoc
quidem a principio, antequam per universum corpus diffundatur.
Contusioni autem emollientibus digerentibusque turm saniem educen-
tibus occursandum est. In fractura vero diligentia omnis adhibenda
* da Vigo, who published in 1514, was the first in Italy to write of gunshot
wounds. He was preceded, however, by Brunschwig whose treatise in German he
probably never saw. (s. c. H.)
** Alfonso Ferri, a generation later than da Vigo, was born in Naples where he
studied. He later went to Rome. Apparently better educated than da Vigo, he
depended upon the authorities, particularly the Arabians. He is known chiefly for
the "Alphonsinum", a bullet-extracting forceps which curiously enough takes Ferri's
first name. (s. C. H.)
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est, ad dolorem sedandum, abscessumque prohibendurm leniter
refrigerantibus.
As always, the complicated theoretical points of view are asso-
ciated with the most complicated implications; medication was so
confused that drugs of widely different nature were mixed together.
The study of materia medica and prescription writing made up all
the theoretical knowledge of that period, but in spite of this false
point of view, I consider that Ferri has set down a rich store of
very accurate observations. He noted that pieces of clothing and
armor often remained in _ _ __.- i the wound for some time,
and resulted in prolonged
suppuration with abscess _
'A formation. The finger
rather than a sound, was
advocated for probing.
Ferri devised an instru-
ment equipped with a ring
for extracting projectiles;
the diameter of the ring
corresponded to that of the
bullet, which it was sup-
posed to grasp and draw
out. He also described a
FIG. XIl. THE "ALPHONSINUM" OF FERRI, AND collapsible sound for prob-
THE SPOON-SHAPED FORCEPS FOR REMOVING BUL- LETS. (SCULTETUS: ARMAMENTARII CHIRURGICI.) ing deep bullet paths, and
a third instrument, called
theAlphonsinum, supplied with three arms which were sprung apart
and could be forced together to seize and extract foreign bodies by
pushing a ring downward. This contrivance was very similar to
that employed by John Hunter for the extraction of objects from
the urethra and bladder.
The general appearance of patients with severe wounds is well
described, as are the various crushing injuries without involvement
of the skin, such as were sometimes caused by cannon-balls. It is
especially interesting to note that Ferri includes ligature among the
hemostatic methods, and, after describing styptics and the use of
tampons, he writes further:
Quod si haec remedia sanguine vincantur, ad venae vel arteriae
illaqueationem deveniendum est, quod hoc modo fit; sit exempli
gratia transversum vulnus in rasceta manus, turn supra ejus junc-
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turam tribus aut quaternis digitis vena vel arteria acu deprehenda
est: Quae sane acus ferrea sit, longasemipalmum, tum retusis lateri-
bus quadrata, ne in transuendo intercidat, ac recta, nisi prope cuspi-
dum, qua parte falcatum, ac retortum ad basis foramen esse oportet.
Eaitaque duplex filum ducente venasolum, sive arteria prehendatur.
In quo plurimum juverit anatomica cognitio, deinde duobus hinc
inde fili capitibus pulvinum plurimo duplicatione constantem, seu
plures alterum alteri impositos, superne, ac strictim non nimio tamen
cum dolore comprehendum est, nec dimittendae usque dum venae
vel arteriae conglutinationem factam existimes.
He was not entirely certain about the difference between arteries
and veins, but there is no doubt that ligation and acupressure in cer-
tain locations of choice were fully understood. Ferri pointed out
that whenever possible the wound should be dependent, to allow a
free outflow of pus; otherwise incisions and counteropenings were
advised. Venesection was considered indicated according to the
strength of the patient and not advisable before the third day because
the wound poison was not destroyed until that time. Bleeding was
advised in the early morning, before sunrise, while the air was still
cool. It was considered contraindicated in thoracic wounds on the
grounds that the bodv had been weakened by the loss of "Spiritus",
as well as of blood. His statements that the bone exposed in com-
pound fractures should not be injured or traumatized by the sur-
geon, and that bullets could sometimes remain without harm in
the body, still hold good. (Averroes had stated that lead had a cer-
tain affinity for flesh.) Other foreign bodies were supposed to be
promptly expelled. In cases of wounds near joints, the limbs were
to be so bandaged together that they were immobilized. Warm
baths composed of 10 parts of oil to 1 part of white vinegar, massage
and slow daily motion of the limb not sufficient to cause pain were
then recommended. Instruments necessary for the extension of the
limb were to be devised by the surgeon to fit the individual case.
As little as we of the present day agree with all of Ferri's
opinions, it is not to be denied that he made good use of his oppor-
tunities for observation, since he could have learned but little from
his predecessors except as has been indicated under da Vigo.
The book of Bartholomeus Maggius* De vulnerum sclopetorum
*The work of Maggi was of the same sanity as that of Pare. The discovery
many years later of writings of his has shown that his opinions were based upon
experimentation.
The statement that Maggi was one of the founders of the Bologna School may
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et bombardarum curatione tractatus appeared contemporaneously
with Ferrn's work. Maggi, an army surgeon in the papal service
(the sieges of Parma and Mirandula are mentioned), later Professor
at Bologna, and one of the founders of the medical school of that
city, lived from 1477 to 1552. He was a much greater surgeon
than was Ferri, and had already freed himself from many of the old,
false ideas. Although he often cited Galen, Avicenna, Paulus, and
Hippocrates, he stood for the greater part on his own feet.
Maggi was the first Italian to state that gunshot wounds were not
burned, but should be considered as crushed tissue. He pointed out
also that such wounds were not poisoned, offering in proof of his
contention the facts that powder was unlikely to penetrate deeply
into awound, and if left lying on the skin it was altogether harmless.
Dressings composed of firm gauze strip packs were employed, and
the wound was cauterized superficially if considerable sloughing was
present, although too much bandaging around the wound was con-
sidered harmful. Salves were employed in the following order:
digestiva, abstergentia, sarcotica, epulotica, cathaerectica. Bullets
were to be extracted immediately or approached by an incision if they
could be felt opposite the wound of entrance. The instruments (all
illustrated beautifully on separate pages) employed in removing
bullets were: hamus simplex and duplex, forceps cava, forceps den-
tata, rostrum corvinum, forceps anserina, terebellum, and spatula or
bullet-spoon. In addition there was a forceps, devised by the
author, which could be taken apart, each arm laid in place indepen-
dently, and again united by closure of the jaws. During the opera-
tion of bullet extraction, the patient was required to stand in the
position he was in when wounded. Late secondary hemorrhage is
mentioned, coming on when the eschar sloughed. A firm dressing
was applied to wounds involving bone, and an opening, correspond-
ing in position to the wound, was made with cutting forceps on the
third day. If gangrene appeared as a sequence to severe inflamma-
tion, caustics and hot irons were not advised, but immediate ampu-
tation was recommended, carried out with the soft parts retracted
as high as possible. Maggi states that by watching the lictors in
give a wrong impression. The University, most renowned in law, was founded in
the eleventh century, but remained without buildings until the time of Maggi when
it came under control of the pope and was provided with such. Mundinus taught
anatomy there during the thirteenth century, and his pupil Bertuccio during the
fourteenth. It was with the latter that Guy de Chauliac studied. It is to the
"corpus" of the University that Billroth refers, not its "animus." (s. C. H.)
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Venice chop off the hands of criminals, he learned to pull back
firmly on the skin, to draw it forward again after the amputation,
and to cover the wound with the flesh of a freshly killed fowl. After
the operation the limb was dipped in boiling oil containing sulphur;
sometimes the red-hot iron was applied as well, and pulvis combusti
chalcanti was dusted on; the recentiores medici amputated with a
sword-shaped knife heated to redness. It was considered better to
amputate in healthy tissue, but this could not always be done, since
above the knee or elbow the danger of hemorrhage was too great.
Since a tiresome circumstantiality was the rule in the books
hitherto discussed, and citations occupied almost a third of the works
of the best writers, it is truly stimulating to study the text of
Leonardo Botallus,* De curandis vulneribus sclopetorum, Lug-
dunum, 1560. He was born in Asti in 1530, and at the last lived
in France as personal physician to Charles IX. His style is curt
and impressive and his humor sparkles like Astian wine. One has
the feeling that he wrote his book while a young man, with visions
of the battle-field still fresh in his mind; moreover, a certain genial-
ity lightens the work. This book had a greater influence than any
other, especially in Germany. Hilden cites it often, although in his
capacity as an experienced and critical man he does not always agree
with the therapeutic and operative methods of the fiery Italian.
The points of view which differ from those in earlier works can
be summarized as follows: Gunshot wounds are neither burned nor
poisoned, but are only crushed injuries. This opinion, contradicting
da Vigo and Ferri, is enlarged upon and proved. Maggi and Pare
are not mentioned. Wounds were considered to be excessively
examined and traumatized, cut and enlarged, especially by people
who had no anatomical knowledge. Forceps and "alphonsinum"
were thought of little value for extracting bullets. If bones were
broken and the flesh and large vessels of an extremity torn, ampu-
tation was advised. Venesection was not limited to particular days;
it was recommended at the outset (opposed to Ferri) and was
repeated when required. The number of general therapeutic
* Botallus was a native of Asti in Piedmont, and studied in Pavia, probably under
Falloppius. In 1564 he came to Paris and served as surgeon to Charles IX. of
France and his brothers. They were sons of Catherine de Medici, who brought
with her out of Italy many learned and skilled men. His name is preserved in the
ductus arteriosus of Botallus. Less to his credit is a guillotine for the amputation of
limbs, and the endorsement of remedial bleeding to the point of vampyrism.
(S. C. H.)
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measures was much reduced; precipitated mercury rubbed-up with
rose-oil and butter to make an ointment was first packed into the
wound on lint, later carnificantia: mel, cumlhordei farina vel faba-
rum, with the addition of aristolochia, terebinthina, thus, aloe, etc.,
mixed by the physician prout ulceris habitudo, vel partis natura, vel
hybernum, vel aestivum tempus. He felt that most surgeons erred
in plugging the wound too tightly. Next follow the fundamental
principles governing the treatment of cranial wounds, almost iden-
tical with those of the present day. If the inner table was wounded,
or if the surgeon thought it was, the skull was exposed immediately
and the depressed bone bored or levered up. If the bullet had pene-
trated the skull, the case was considered hopeless; if splinters had
been driven in without the bullet, those lying free were carefully
removed. If trepanation was required, it was advised that it be done
as early as possible; the principal indications being internal hemor-
rhage, suppuration, or pressure by a depressed fracture. It is stated
that much experience and thought were required to differentiate that
group of cases where the brain was not wounded and yet the most
marked symptoms were present.
Penetrating wounds of the chest are incurable when the lung,
diaphragm, heart, or pericardium is damaged. The missile should
be extracted if it is easily found, best with a hook-shaped, curved
sound. For this purpose the wound can be widened for a short dis-
tance in the line of the ribs. When there is an accumulation of
blood or pus within the chest, these fluids are to be evacuated by
an incision at the most dependent point. Penetrating abdominal
wounds are always highly dangerous, and one should, if possible,
abstain from dilating them or searching for the bullet. Concerning
wounds of the extremities, and of amputation he says nothing new.
Of the later Italian writers of the seventeenth century as regards
gunshot wounds, none has improved upon Botallus.
The text of Joh. Bapt. Carcano Leone, De vulneribus sclope-
torum* (1583), is not available to me, but according to Sprengel, he
closely follows Maggi. His book on head wounds is of great
importance in the history of trepanation, though it is frightfully
verbose. Concerning Vesal, who belonged to Europe as a whole
* Leone wrote no other book on wounds than this concerning those of the head.
In this he cites most of the ancient and modern writers known in his time, but added
nothing to them. He followed Cuneo as professor of anatomy in Pavia, and in this
subject achieved his reputation. (s. c. H.)
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(born in Brussels in 1513, first a wound surgeon in the army of
Charles V., later professor in Padua, and lastly personal physician to
Philip II. of Spain), we find that although he was twice in campaigns
he pays no particular attention to gunshot wounds. He was, how-
ever, very devoted to anatomy and utilized his war experiences for
anatomical purposes.*
Vesal's successor in Padua, Gabriele Falloppio** (1523-1562),
previously professor in Pisa, a truly great anatomist, who, in upper
Italy, shed a new light on the medical sciences, has in his tract De
vulneribus particularibus considered briefly gunshot wounds. There
is nothing new therein other than the invention of a folding bistoury
which was used for the dilatation of a wound,--recentiores autem
habens fistulas quasdam in quibus latent gladioli: imponunt enim
gladiolos in syringa latentes, ettandemmanubriumeorumstringentes
faciunt, ut gladioli e syringa exeuntes vulnus dilatent.
Although the contributions to surgery made by the well-known
Fabricius d'Aquapendente (1537-1619), the successor of Falloppio
in the Venetian University of Padua, are very great, he added
nothing of significance concerning gunshot wounds. He had no war
experience, if the biography appearing in the German translation of
his surgery by Scultetus is correct, and his remarks on the extraction
of missiles state only what was already known. The ligature of
arteries was known to him, and as a method of hemostasis had been
well recommended, yet he did not advise it in amputations nor did
he need to, for he amputated in the gangrenous portion. A great
retrogression! Botallus had already taken the correct position that
one should amputate at the line of demarcation or in sound tissues.
Fabricius seems to have had much aptitude for aristocracy; he
was very wealthy, he played up to those of high rank, and took no
fees from them, but rather only costly gifts of which he made a
collection in his "armoury". The great praise which he had enjoyed
* Vesalius' Chirurgia magna, to which Billroth undoubtedly refers, was in all
probability not written by him. It appeared four years after his death and was
edited by Borgarutii, the supposition being that Vesalius' name was merely used for
popularizing its sale. Although Vesalius spent some twenty-five years of his life in
surgery, there are no certain writings of his on this subject. His illustrious work in
anatomy was done in a few brief years in the heyday of his youth. (s. C. H.)
** Falloppius, the pupil and successor at Padua of Vesalius, established in the
thirty-nine years of his life an enduring reputation, both as an anatomist and surgeon.
His name is perpetuated in the nomenclature of anatomy, and in surgery, in the
writings of his devoted pupils. The latter show great erudition with a tendency to
cling to the past. (s. c. H.)
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toward the last as an old man made him very vain, as has been true
of many another great one of learning.*
Lastly, I have labored through the thick, verbose book of
Francesco Plazzoni.** It is entitled: De vulneribus sclopetorum
tractatus, ed. Patavii, 1643. In the introduction he states, jf i in
principio belli Forcinbensis serenissimi senatus Veneti decreto ad
utramque medicinam exercendam in castra missus. Again there
appears the old theme that gunshot wounds are poisoned. How
long it takes at any time for old prejudices to wear themselves
out! In other respects, however, the book contains a very full
account of all the essential things according to the light of that time.
Concerning amputation after gunshot wounds, he stated, after he
had described the technic for amputation with searing: Et haec
breviter quoad curationem gangraenae et sphaceli, qui quidem affec-
tus lethalissimi semper post haec sclopetorum vulnera oriuntur,
dicta sint.
France
(Joubert, Pare, du Chesne, Guillemeau, Vigier)
The first French treatise on gunshot wounds was from the pen of
Laurentius Joubertus*** (1529-1583), Chancellor of the Univer-
* Rarely has one had greater reason to feel satisfied with his life's work than had
Fabricius d'Aquapendente. To fill the chair of Vesalius and Falloppius while still
in his twenties, and with such honor for over forty years that students-among them
Harvey-flocked to his amphitheatre from all over the civilized world, and to be
equally great as an anatomist, a surgeon, and a citizen of the Venetian Republic in
its golden days, were sufficient to justify some self-satisfaction. One should not
begrudge the old man his cabinet of trophies and his estate of 200,000 ducats.
(S. C. H.)
** Plazzoni was likewise of Padua, teaching in anatomy and surgery there from
1619 to 1622. This tract was first published at Padua in 1605, so he was presum-
ably a student of Fabricius. (s. c. H.)
*** The first publication of Pare on gunshot wounds was in 1545, while the
treatise of Joubert to which Billroth refers did not appear until 1570. It is evident
that the latter, reading a late edition of Pare containing a reference to Joubert, made
the wrong inference. Joubert refers to Pare as the tres expert et tres docte chirur-
gien du roy, and there seems to have been the kindest feeling between the two, the
one premier surgeon to the king in Paris, the other to Henry of Navarre. Pare
was a Huguenot, and it is not unlikely that Joubert, working in Montpellier, a
stronghold of the Protestants, was also.
Joubert was a great surgeon and teacher, but is best known as the editor of a
definitive edition of Guy de Chauliac, first appearing in 1579, but being reprinted
in both French and Latin down to the middle of the seventeenth century (s. c. H.)
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sity of Montpellier and personal physician to the King. He was
particularly known on account of his strong opposition to the teach-
ings of Galen and to the superstitions of his contemporaries. I know
the book of this writer only by the citations of Pare; he seems to
have contradicted the opin-
ions of da Vigo in general.
Ambroise Pare (1510-
1590), de l'Aval au Maine,
Counsellor and Chief Sur-
geon to Charles IX., was
unquestionably the leading
surgeon of the sixteenth
century.* He had gained
experience with gunshot
wounds in many campaigns
and, as he says, at the
request of Sylvius, wrote a
book on the subject which
has been reprinted and is to
be found among the col-
lected works of Pare, en-
titled: L'onzieme livre
traictant des playes faictes
par arquebuses, et autres
bastons a feu,flesches, dards
et des accidens d'icelles.
It is difficult to say how _
much of the contents of this = a,;
book is original. The first AP'N.-TLb.
edition was published in
r The . FIG. XIII. AMBROISE PARki, AT THE AGE OF 45. 1545. The work of Maggi (FROM ANATOMIE UNIVERSELLE, 156I.)
issupposedtohaveappeared
in 1542,** and if Pare knew of that work, his claim to originality
* Malgaigne republished in 1840 the complete works of Pare, critically edited
and collated. Of this Billroth does not seem to have been aware for he read, accord-
ing to his own statement, one of the original editions in Latin. The excellent por-
trayals of Pare's life and works by both Paget and Packard, available in English, have
made him familiar to all students of medicine in English-speaking countries.
(S. C. H.)
**Gurlt gives the first edition of Maggi as 1552, which changes Billroth's argu-
ment. He also says that one cannot gainsay that Pare and Maggi may have had
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in many points of view is open to question. Maggi's name is not
mentioned in the editions of 1545, 1552, or 1562. In my edition,
printed in Lyon, 1601 (after Pare's death), Maggi is mentioned in
the last chapter (Apologie touchant les playes faictes par arque-
buses). It is difficult for me to decide how much of the work of
others was added to the late editions of Pare's book, since I have
only the Latin edition for comparison.
However that may be, Pare greatly advanced the treatment of
gunshot wounds. His court appointment, his strong character, tire-
less energy, and diligence, together with his pleasure in writing,
were certain to earn and assure his position. This was in no way
weakened by the fact that he himself was convinced of his genius
and of the value of his writings. He says:
Mais arriere, envieux: car eternellement
On verra malgre vous ce mien ouvrage vivre!
In the case of Pare, as with other prominent men, many circum-
stances happened to coincide in assuring his fame among his con-
temporaries and the generations to follow. Each great man, loom-
ing up like a giant to his contemporaries, shrinks when placed in
comparison with his predecessors. Personalities disappear more and
more, and a gradual progress becomes clearer when one passes from
one prominent figure to another. Thus Pare may be considered as
a French prototype of an outstanding man of that century, but it
should not be forgotten that he stood on the shoulders of his Italian,
French, and Dutch predecessors and contemporaries in a time when
a mighty upswing of medical learning was in progress.
In 1536 Pare was surgeon to the "Capitain General des gens de
pied Montejan", and took part in a campaign in Piedmont under
that leader during the war between Francis I. of France and Carl V.
of Germany. The French chose the same route over the pass of
Susa as in this year (1859), and descended directly on Turin. Pare'
then 29 years old, had never treated a gunshot wound, and only
knew from reading the work of da Vigo that such injuries were
burned and poisoned, and required cauterization with hot oil and
"Theriac". He employed the usual therapeutic procedures, and
described the situation as follows: "At last my supply of oil ran out,
and I was obliged to use in its place a digestive made of yolk of
contacts, direct or indirect, during the former's service in the wars in Italy, but
there is no evidence to this effect. One must give Pare the credit, if for no other
reason than that his publication preceded that of Maggi by seven years. No one
to-day questions Pare's originality or honesty. (s. c. H.)
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egg, oil of roses, and turpentine. That night I could not sleep well,
thinking that I might find the wounded, who had been deprived of
the oil, dead from poisoning through the lack of proper cauteriza-
tion. It made me get up very early to go to see them. Beyond all
my hopes, I found that those who had received the application of
the digestive on their wounds, were feeling little pain, they were
without inflammation or swelling, and they had rested quite well
during the night. The others, to whom application of the oil had
been made, I found having a fever, with great suffering, and with
swelling and inflammation around the wounds."
From this ancecdote, we cannot doubt that Pare discovered inde-
pendently that gunshot wounds were not poisoned, and the later
studies of the Italian writers only strengthened him in this belief.
It must be remembered that Pare was a Frenchman, and the striving
for priority which is born in every man of that nation was not lacking
in his character.*
During the course of this campaign Pare spent some time in
Turin, where he obtained possession of a secret remedy from an
Italian surgeon, whose friendship he had courted for two and a half
years. This was the famous "Oleum catellorum" which had such
a prominent place in the therapy of Pare and his successors. He
makes the following statement about it: "He sent me to get two
puppies, one pound of earth-worms, two pounds of oil of the lily,
six ounces of Venetian turpentine, and one ounce of brandy; in my
presence he boiled the dogs alive in the oil until the flesh parted
from the bones, after that he put in the worms, which he had killed
in white wine so that they would eject the earth which their intes-
tines always contain. Being so emptied, he cooked them in the
above-mentioned oil until they had become all parched and dry, then
he passed the whole thing through a towel, without pressing it much.
This done, he added the turpentine, and, at the end, thebrandy. He
then called God as a witness that this was his balm, . . ."**
* Billroth cannot rid himself of the idea that Italians, as represented by Maggi,
antedated Pare. Love of priority is one of the basic characteristics of human nature,
and surely is no greater failing than is chauvinism, from which our author in time
of youth and war was apparently suffering. (s. C. H.)
**That Pare used this preparation, which he had endeavored to learn at the
cost of considerable time and gifts, is not indicated. He apparently remained con-
tented with his own "balm", which contained the essential ingredients of the more
complicated one. According to Packard, Pare, after learning its composition, writes,
"Then I was joyful and my heart made glad to have understood his remedv, which
was like to that which I had obtained by chance." (s. c. H.)
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Later, in Milan in 1539, in a campaign in Champagne in 1552,
and in the sieges of Metz, Hesdin, and Rouen, Pare broadened his
knowledge of gunshot wounds. In 1563 he became chief surgeon
to Charles IX.
The two passages already mentioned, and the last chapter, are
devoted to the dispute concerning the poisonous nature of gunshot
wounds. Pare proved that they were neither poisoned nor burned,
but closely resembled ordinary crushed injuries, and were to be
handled as such. He concluded that an evil mixture of fluids and
bad air was the principal cause of the unfortunate course taken by so
many wounds of this nature. After the operation Pare closed the
incision with sutures. I mention here only matters which are dis-
tinctly Pare's, for in general he is in complete agreement with
Maggi. If foreign bodies were present, the wounds were widened
immediately, sometimes with special dilating instruments, at other
times with a knife. To the instruments for bullet extraction Pare
added a bullet-puller, the "bec de Lezard", a tube-like affair having
two toothed, spoon-like, round blades at one end, one of which could
be moved by a spring inside the tube.
The instrument, called by Pare "bec de perroquet", was much
like the usual stone forceps, except that the blades were shorter, and
the male arm joined the female by a screw arrangement. Unusual
hollow sounds were described for passing setons through bullet
wounds. Injuries were not packed, nor were dressings closely
applied, but compression bandages were used on the sides of the
wound to drive out the pus.
Pare states that wounds of the head and of the lower extremities
were difficult to treat in large cities; it was thought necessary to
purify the air by smoke and heating. Deep incisions for drainage
were made in cases with wounds near joints, and stiffness was almost
inevitable if the patient recovered at all.
In amputating, the incision was made through healthy flesh, and
in the lower extremity, close under the knee; if the amputation was
made lower, it was difficult to fit a wooden leg. Ligation or acu-
pressure was carried out after the operation. This, without doubt,
was the greatest contribution made to surgery by Pare. He learned
this method of hemostasis from Galen and after completely aban-
doning the cautery, he employed it exclusively, although the forceps
used for holding or clamping the vessels were very clumsy at this
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period.* Almost 100 years elapsed before ligation was universally
adopted; a fact previously mentioned in the discussion of "Methods
of Amputation."
Pare was the last of the great French surgeons; the writings of
his successors in the seventeeth century contributed little to the
treatment of bullet wounds.
Joseph du Chesne-Quercetanus-(1521-1609), a contempo-
rary of Pare, wrote in 1576 a large, rambling book entitled '(Sclope-
tarius))**. He reverted to the point of view that bullets were
sometimes poisoned and wounds burned. Quercetanus, a Gascon,
was a true follower of Paracelsus. In spite of interminable citations
from Galen, Ovid, Homer, and others, the book contributes nothing.
Jacques Guillemeau (1550-1612), physician to Henry IV. of
France, was a true pupil of Pare. In his book Les operations de
chirurgie, Paris, 1602, he follows Pare exactly in his discussion of
the extraction of bullets and of foreign bodies. For amputation in
cases of gangrene, he still effected hemostasis by hot irons. He
amputated completely crushed limbs (as did Botallus), and
preferred ligation in such cases.
The section on surgery in the Chirurgia magna Jo. Vigierii
Castrensis, Hague, 1659, contains only one section of interest, the
discussion of the high mortality among the wounded in the field.
He considered the main reason for this to be the air, the desolate
and severe camp life, and the ignorance of the field surgeons. In
speaking of amputation, he mentioned that joints might be success-
fully operated upon, and he recommended hemostasis partly by hot
irons and partly by ligature.
If the development of the treatment ofgunshotwoundsthrough-
out a period of three centuries be briefly summarized, the following
ing statements may be made. That such injuries were burned and
poisoned, and should be handled as such, was claimed by Brun-
*Pare did not learn the use of the ligature in amputation from Galen. The
latter, like many other surgeons, recommended it as a last resort in the control of
hemorrhage from wounds of large vessels. Its application to the vessels of amputa-
tion stumps was Pare's own innovation. (s. c. H.)
** Quercetanus, as he is usually known, was a Gascon who lived for a long time
in Germany and fell under the spell of Paracelsus. He finally reached Paris, end-
ing his life as personal physician to Henry IV. Because of his Paracelsian doctrines
he was heartily detested by the Parisian faculty. He made no contributions of
worth. (s. C. H.)
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schwig, da Vigo, Ferri, and Joubert. Maggi, Botallus, Pare, and
Hilden were decidedly opposed to this point of view, although it
was maintained by most surgeons of that time. Gunshot wounds
bled little, but secondary hemorrhage was common. The necessity
for prompt extraction of bullets and of foreign bodies was well
recognized, and a number of instruments had been devised for that
purpose. When the bullet had lodged in the opposite end of the
wound and could be felt there, it should be excised. To facilitate
bullet extraction the patient should be placed in the position he was
in when wounded. Healing might occur with the bullet in place;
it might change position, and be excised later at some far distant
region. The principle of widening the wound was retained; the
aim at first was to attain this end by packs capable of swelling, and
by the use of dilating instruments, thus hemorrhage was avoided.
At a later period, incision was more often employed. The plugging
ofwounds bylint and hair was opposed by the best surgeons. Medi-
cation was principally stimulating, designed to hasten the sloughing
process in the crushed portion, to favor rapid granulation, and to
assist scar formation.
II
Military Surgery in the Eighteenth Century
(Heister, Le Dran, Ravaton, Bilguer, Plenk, Schmitt, Percy,
Richter, J. Hunter)
Scientific knowledge had spread rapidly to all nations by the
latter half of the seventeenth century, and it quickly became the
common property of the civilized world. This was the original
reason for employing the Latin language for all learned publica-
tions, thus making them universally readable. This custom gradu-
ally died out as translations of the most important works appeared.
This was especially necessary for the Germans, who were rarely
skilled in Latin, French, or English. For this reason, we can
follow the progress of learning from that time onward in purely
chronological order, without considering the different nationalities.
Eighteenth century surgery was most advanced in France, and
especially so in Paris. Almost all the progress in general, as well
as in military surgery, during this period was due to the French
surgeons. With the advent of J. Hunter and of Richter, English
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and German surgery came into their own for the first time toward
the end of the eighteenth century, and progressed so rapidly that
they have already cast a shadow over the glory of modern French
science.
As farasprogressinoperativesurgeryisconcerned, theeighteenth
century may be considered the century of trepanation and amputa-
tion, since the technic of these procedures practically reached the
present standard. At the end of this section, we will briefly review
the advance in, and the application of, these operations.
Lorenz Heister (1683-1758)* took an intermediate place
between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He was educated
in Holland, under Ruysch, and had served many years in the Dutch
army as a military surgeon before he became professor in Helmsta'dt.
The chapter on bullet wounds in Heister's "Surgery" (1718) is
marked by its clarity, brevity, and soundness, qualities which are
found in all the writings of this author. The fundamental prin-
ciples considered best at that period are repeated without adding
much of importance, unless it be his recommendation that the
tourniquet be applied, while on the battlefield, to control severe
hemorrhage.
* Lorenz Heister was born of an innkeeper in 1683 at Frankfort. He received
his university education at Giessen, and from there went into Holland which at
the period, with Ruysch, Albinus and Boerhaave at Leyden, had the great medical
school of all Europe. Alternating voluntary service as surgeon in the allied armies
which, under the Duke of Marlboro, were fighting the French in Flanders, with his
more theoretical studies in anatomy, botany, chemistry and surgery, he remained in
Holland for four years. He was then called, after four months in Cambridge,
Oxford, and London, as "Professor of Anatomy, Surgery and Botany" at Altdorf,
where he remained for nine years. During this time, by skillful practice and able
writing, he established his position as the foremost surgeon in Germany. During
this period he wrote the great surgery which remained an authoritative work for
over a century and was translated into all civilized languages. In 1719 he was made
Professor of Anatomy and Surgery at Helmstadt, where he remained until his death
at the age of 75 years. He was a deeply religious man with a profound devotion
to his profession, and his son, who died at twenty-five, interprets him in a treatise
concerning medicine and atheism, in part an apologia for Sir Thomas Browne, in
which he states that his father, contrary to the general thesis, was a natural
theologian.
Heister is said to have been the first to describe at necropsy an instance of
acute appendicitis. He was a prolific writer, one of the earlier of clinical teachers
of true university standing, and the father of scientific surgery in Germany.
(S. C.H.)
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Henry Frangois Le Dran,* Surgeon to the Army in Germany,
and consulting surgeon to the camps and armies of King Louis XV.,
is the most prominent French surgeon of that time. His book
Traite ou Reflexions tirees de la pratique sur les playes d'Armes a
feu, 1737,shows8great prog-
ress, not only in learning,
but also in the arrangement
of the material, in style, in
clarity, and in its emphasis
on clearly understood prin-
ciples of treatment. This
book should be viewed as
the collected experience of a
rather long period, since
relatively little work of
scientific interestcameoutof
the War of Ludwig XIV.
The principles enunciated
by Le Dran maintained
their value well into the
nineteenth century.
The crushing of limbs
by bullets without produc-
ing open wounds is first dis-
cussed. Mild contusions are
stated to require only pro-
tecting dressings, whereas
severe crushing wounds
with great extravasation of
blood received deep incision
FIG. XIV. THE TO,URNIQUET MAN. (FROM and repeated scarification,
HEISTER S CHIRURGIE.) an)eetdsaiiain especially when fractures
were present at the same time; in such a case the incision should
* Le Dran and Jean Louis Petit were the leading French surgeons at the open-
ing of the eighteenth century. The latter, although having experience in war
surgery in his earlier days, did not write particularly on gunshot wounds. The
former is constantly quoted in respect to this subject and trepanation during the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. He brought the operation for stone
into good repute, and improved many other procedures. Cheselden translated into
English his works on operative surgery, and Le Dran therefore served as one of the
original sources of the English school of surgery of the eighteenth century. (s. c. H.)
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not be carried down to the bone. In crushing wounds of joints with
fracture, amputation was considered indicated. Glancing wounds
were scarified in order to encourage the separation of an eschar. If
the limb was completely shot away, amnputation was done at or above
the next joint, since the bone was often split fairly high above the
wound.
In penetrating wounds, the openings of entrance and exit were
stated to have various relations to each other. The former was
described as dark, torn, and depressed, tending to be associated with
ecchymosis; the latter were often wider and less crushed. If the
wound involved the soft parts alone and was superficial, the bullet
path was split open; if deep, incisions in the long axis of the
extremity were made on both sides. When the wound had been
laid open, it was scarified. Pulling a cord through the wound was
considered harmful.
If the bullet remained in the wound, it was probed for either
with the finger or with a thick sound. If it could not be easily
drawn out after the tubular crushed wound had been converted by
a broad incision into a gaping, crater-like structure, it was left in
place, and the attempt at extraction was not repeated.
If the bones were crushed or fractured, the incision was carried
through the periosteum. If an epiphysis had been penetrated,
healing was likely to take place without incident. If the bones were
splintered, any loose pieces were extracted, a dressing with open
splints was applied, and an expectant attitude adopted. In most
cases amputation was required sooner or later. "It is left to the
genius of the surgeon to act as circumstances demand, that is, to
judge if he can hope to save the limb through suitable incisions,
if not, to amputate."
Incisions were made very carefully in extremities covered with
a heavy layer of fascia, and much attention was paid to the location
of tendons, nerves, and arteries. Oblique cuts were considered best
for fascia, and hemorrhage from these incisions was controlled by
ligature.
Dry lint was used as dressing material at first, while stimulating
substances, especially eau de vie, were avoided; later, balsam
materials, digestives, and astringent plasters were advised. Internal
treatment was held to be most important. It was thought that cure
could often be obtained by the early use of emetics, except in wounds
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of body cavities, and bleeding was employed whenever it was
deemed necessary.
The general appearance of the patient directly after the injury
was considered very important in cases with gunshot wounds, since
a state of general physical and psychical shock was usually present.
A proper evaluation of the symptoms and signs which appeared
during the process of suppuration was emphasized. Internal
abscesses often developed, associated with persistent insomnia,
diarrhea, and jaundice; these were designated as particularly
dangerous signs. Narcotics were thought harmful under such con-
ditions, and venesection, emetics, and cathartics were considered of
little use. The most extreme measures in incising bullet wounds
were employed, a technic which now is simply one of the aids in
dilating wounds. According to the state of knowledge of that time,
such a treatment was quite sensible, both because of the view that
the narrow, crushed wound must be converted into a wide one if it
was to heal without bad results, and because of the notion that bullets
should be extracted as soon as possible.
(To be continued)
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